
What is the one thing you like/dislike the 
most about your current trash collection?

What do you like the 
most about the bulk 
and brush changes? 

     

What are your main concerns with the 
proposals presented this evening?

Like They do a great job Like OK with price increase Like These changes long overdue
Like Like bulk pickup Like Need more clarification on 

who will remove what
Dislike Dislike placing items out before your assigned day

Like No problem w/ residential Like On the water bill Dislike Neighbor has a hard time with current can; 96-lb. 
would be harder

Like Having a set collection day Like Proposed schedule as long 
as can put out brush when 
it’s cut; not limited to just 
one week

Dislike Can size too large

Like Easy to determine which day for collection Like Like how it is now Dislike Can’t opt out

Like Ability to choose cart size Like Weekly scheduling Dislike High taxes
Like Current (p/u trash) system works Like Anything is improvement Concern Clarification: Is B/B going to be same or different?

Like Attitude of the refuse workers is good; 
accommodating and friendly

Dislike Dislike 2025 lower end of 
bench marking

Concern Does blue bag go away?

Like Simple to understand Dislike If I want to put B/B on curb 
before my assigned day

Concern If have more trash than can fit in can, can you opt 
out of collection?

Like Blue bags work well Dislike Amount of time it takes to 
be picked up 

Concern If your day falls on a holiday, how does that 
impact bulk pickup?

Like Consistent Dislike If weather bad during 
pickup week, can’t get 
bulk/brush out

Concern Do not need a larger cart; don’t want to pay for 
what don’t need

Like They pick it up Dislike Specific day Concern Should not have to subsidize others’ use
Like Flexibility -like size options Dislike Let neighborhood know 

when they’re coming
Concern Concerned with cost increase

Like 96 gallon too big, like 32 gal Dislike Can call and find out day Concern Like 32-gal.
Like Hazmat/electronic drop-off Dislike Landlords - landfill? Concern Lack of glass recycling
Like Make it quarterly, not just 2x year Dislike People put things out too 

early
Concern Recycle bins overflowing

Dislike Rental/Evictions trash on curbs Concern People need to be notified 
that their piles must be at 
their residence & not 
neighbors

Concern 96 gallon too big, like 32 gal

Dislike Unscheduled pickups Conern Weather Concern 32 gal perfect; large can=waste of space
Dislike Long-term for pickup Suggestion: Increased based on cost of 

living increases?
Concern Not against big can, but leave options - one size 

fits all no good
Dislike Are brush/bulk the same? Concern Low-waste residents subsidizing high-waste
Dislike Dislike not seeing decals on containers Concern Recyclers don’t need 96 gal
Dislike No good way to dispose bulk Concern Other cities pay higher rates and have curbside 

recycling, so why not include this in the future?

Dislike Enforcement is inconsistent Concern Big bin option could improve recycling (no 
dumping in recycling bin)

Dislike Not enough teeth with 
enforcement/violations to encourage 
compliance

Concern Keep can-size options!

Dislike One size can to large Concern Why not roll bill into property taxes?
Dislike Hard for older people to move Concern Large can: hard when up down steps, toting , 

elderly/handicapped/ADA
Dislike Won’t charge according to cart size Suggestion: Support billing on utilities
Dislike Can throw in street instead of on curb Suggestion: Which authority takes what – a list of everything

Dislike 96 too heavy to pull uphill Suggestion: If someone is violating, water should be cut off

Dislike Get too many warnings before being billed, 
but trash still picked up

Suggestion: Consider forcing residents to larger cart size when 
there is excess trash violations. This should be 
initiated by PN w/ auto charge for can (after one 
month of snow coning)

Dislike Stolen stickers Suggestion: Some recycling sites are inadequate; look for 
alternate sites

Dislike Not in taxes (should be in real estate taxes) Suggestion: Alleghany needs a fence with monitoring

Dislike Not everyone follows rules: still getting 
picked up, no decals, inconsistent

Suggestion: Education re: recycling
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Dislike Need to pay - why not part property taxes Suggestion: Need stronger rules concerning bulk set out

Dislike Bill each individually Suggestion: Should be limited to bulk p/u (how many times 
per year) & consider brush separately

Dislike What size typically overlooked? Might not be 
able to blame can size for that.

Suggestion: Landlords should be charged for set outs

Dislike Confusion with violation notice, still not 
picking up trash.

Suggestion: Like having charge for service on the water bill

Dislike Man recycling station: “smile!/you’re on 
camera”; Are existing cameras actually being 
used? Catch regular offenders; We want 
more sorting; sorting quality.

Suggestion: Be able to identify can with address

Concern How is a fine collected? Suggestion: Could two addresses share a can?
Concern When is last date for leaves? Suggestion: Communicated through news, church, school, 

Facebook, info in water bill
Concern Keep blue bags Suggestion: Better communication & notifications to citizens 

are needed
Concern Length of time it will take to fill up the can Suggestion: Cameras for recycle bins 

Concern Why do we have to be self-sufficient when 
real estate taxes should cover it

Suggestion: Adjust collection frequency

Concern Illegal dumping during trash collection 
Concern Landlord paying for tenants water & trash

Suggestion: Better hours needed for landfill
Suggestion: More frequent hazardous waste collection

Suggestion: Credit for disposing own trash at landfill
Suggestion: Better signage for recycling centers
Suggestion: Recycle Center – rules for using
Suggestion: Better enforcement of code violations
Suggestion: Keep 64 gallon
Suggestion: Haul trash himself in lieu of paying higher 

amount
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